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1. Introduction and results

Let D denote the Euclidean half-space i?Mx(0, H-oo), where n>l, and let
dD denote the Euclidean boundary of D. Arbitrary points of D and dD are de-
noted by M = (X, x) and P = (T, 0), respectively, where X, TeRn and xe(0, + oo).
We write \M\ for the Euclidean norm of M.

If fi is a signed measure on dD such that

(1)
JdD

then the Poisson integral /M of \i is defined in D by the equation

dD

where sn+i is the surface-area of the unit sphere in Rn+1. The condition (1) is
necessary and sufficient for 1^ to be harmonic in D (see Flett [5], Theorem 6), and
we say that a measure fi on dD is of class J5" if (1) is satisfied. If, further, fi is
non-negative, we write jue^+ .

For each point P of dD and each positive number r, we write

<T(P, r) = {MED: \M-P\ = r},

t(P, r) = { Q e 3 D : | 0 - P | < r } ,

and we denote surface-area measure on <r(P, r) or 3D by 5.
If ft is the difference of two non-negative harmonic functions in D, then the

function ^(h, P, -), defined on (0, + oo) by

uT(fc, P, r) = r-»~2 { xh(M)ds{M),

is real-valued and continuous on (0, + oo) and is bounded on any interval of the
form [a, +oo), where a>0. In the case where h>0 in D, the mean Jt(h, P, r)
is a decreasing function of r and a convex function of r~n~x on (0, + oo). Papers
dealing with this mean include those of Dinghas [2], [3], Kuran [9], [10] and
the author [1].


